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“So where are we when we are in a
small inside?”
—Peter Sloterdijk, Spheres. Volume I:
Bubbles (2011)
From the late Renaissance on, ships became the
object of a rapidly developing partnership between
hard science and pure math to ensure sturdiness
and stability towards a rational seaworthiness.1 The
avid and brash minds of mathematicians, scientists,
architects, engineers, cartographers, physicists,
builders, philosophers, and naval officers—the likes
of Archimedes, Bernoulli, Bossut, Bourguer, Camus,
Chapman, Condorcet, D’Alembert, Douillier,
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This paper was read at the Amphibious
Habitat Conference and exhibition organized
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researcher Jannette Babilonia who helped
me to locate an enormous amount of
documentation for this project.
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Fernández de Landa, Huygens, Juan y Santacilia,
Newton, Parent, Varignon, and Wallis, among many
others—joined an epochal quest for ensuring the
safety of ships destined to warfare and commerce.
Having to travel extremely long distances over still
uncharted seas, ships underwent important material
and conceptual transformations to increase their
speed and overall usefulness as they had to transport a crew, weapons, and cargo across a rapidly
expanding world.
Life at sea became an alternate mode of
being in time and place that required a dislocated
abode, simultaneously a place and a non-place.
Different from the house—immobile, located, or,
so to say, “stranded”—, the new art of shipbuilding
thrived under the sign of efficient mobility. The sea
not only became the fastest route to another place,
but especially the fastest way to reach an endlessly
receding “faraway” where we would meet an equally
endless “new”. Thus, the Renaissance inaugurated
the lust for the open and the distant, specifically the
lust for “depth”.
On the wake of “depth”, our world fleshed
out to become tridimensional in very concrete
ways: it was the time of artificial perspective, of a
new anatomy that plunged into the entrails of the
human body, of an astronomy that fathomed the
darkness of the beyond, of the deep complexity of
the new mathematics, of profound philosophical

Figure 1. Crashboat at sea.
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Figure 2. Crashboat cross-section.

occultism, of the discovery of the mind, of studying
the four temperaments or passions—melancholy
the most important of the other three, as it was
troublingly “deeper”—, of the number zero and of
the calculus of infinitesimals. Seafaring would go
even deeper as it would attest to the discovery of a
wider and deeper sea than the Mediterranean, the
Atlantic being an unfathomable ocean that could be
explored setting sail from Europe itself in search
of still unknown shores. In adding movement to
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depth, and in view of an expanding world still to
be charted, the moment spelled an adventuresome
freedom that brought about a modern way of
understanding the world. Seamen’s lives were not
merely amphibious; they had to be attentive to the
sea, the land, and the starry heavens.
Our Crashboat project seeks to recapture
the ship science/math momentum by focusing on
the ship—the most obvious example of amphibious
architecture—as an alternate solution not only to
land overpopulation but also as a strategy for gathering and analyzing essential data on sea changes
due to recent environmental challenges like sea toxicity, unpredictable weather patterns, unheard-off
coastal changes, the catastrophic death of marine
life, and the flash flooding of coastal territories,
cities, and communities.
THE SITE
Our imaginary Crashboat is set to sail from the
North Atlantic into the Mediterranean Sea through
the Strait of Gibraltar and will crash on a solitary
beach at the toe of the Paleolithic cliffs of Playa de
Maro, in Nerja (Málaga) because of bad weather [Fig.
1]. It was difficult to choose the crash site, and I had
to go through much research to finally pick Nerja
due to its complex geomorphological characteristics
and long-time span that have spawned an enormous
geological diversity, ideal for scientific inquiry on

3

Figure 3. Floating sphere.

The shoreline is characterized by transitional coastto-sea elements such as typical littoral deposits,
paleocliffs distanced from direct wave action,
post-Paleolithic cliffs, recessive platforms, and
interspersed pocket beaches. 3
It is evident that the Nerja coastal profile has been
changing due to several tectonic events that have
transformed its coast and nearshore, along with the
direction of its fluvial courses, and provoked further
basin sedimentation throughout the ages.4
It so happens that scientific exploration of Nerja
must attend to surface forms that can only be seen
from above, cliff formations that must be seen from
the ground or at the place where some cliffs plunge
into the sea, and also events and forms that must be
explored under the sea or down on the sea bed. The
fact that Nerja has undergone so many physical and
material transformations since at least the Paleolithic
age invites us to inquire into recent environmental
changes whose speed indicates that they will not take
as long to significantly impact the Nerja coast. This
research is the mission of the smallish xebec I have
named Crashboat.
THE SHIP: AN AMPHIBIOUS HABITAT

environmental impact. The cliffed coastal profile
of Nerja features two characteristic lithologies and
several fault lines that split the area into a series of
rock volumes, the dynamics of which helped develop
the zone’s unique morphology. Three geomorphological units are important for this project as their
interaction will be the object of scientific study to be
undertaken by the Crashboat crew:
1
The Sierra Almijara evolved due to its morphogenetic karstic—a topography formed from the
dissolution of soluble rocks such as limestone,
dolomite, and gypsum—and its gravity-slope
systems. It rises from the coast to reach its tableland at a height above 1,800 meters.

2
The sedimentary Neogene-Quaternary basin of
Nerja has a narrow toe, with some flat cliff-faces
and cliffs with sloping shore platforms run though
by a complex fluvial network characterized by
Neogenic sedimentation. Mainly marine at the start,
eventually these become markedly continental
during the Pleistocene, and develop a toe formed by
terraced alluvial fans—triangle-shaped deposits of
gravel, sand, and sediment. The quaternary fluvial
network2 shows clear structural control. It is embedded into the Alpujarride materials and into the
Nerja basin deposits, producing small—sometimes
travertine—terraces, though some transitional
forms like small estuaries and deltas appear in the
network’s mouth onto the Mediterranean Sea.
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Crashboat, our conceptual ship, is a thrifty and
nimble frigate-like xebec used for commerce and
piracy in the Mediterranean Sea from the late
sixteenth to the early twentieth centuries [Fig. 2].
Its development spans the historical period we call
“Modernity”. It may carry a large load and accommodate a fairly large crew, though it has proved
to be frail in bad weather because of its shallow
draft. Crashboat basically follows the original xebec
design, but problematizes its form and use, as it
integrates the progress of amphibious/naval architecture throughout 400 years, and carries essential
equipment for the scientific study of the Nerja
Mediterranean coast. I decided to use a sail ship—a
xebec—because its construction and maneuverability better reflect, in a very direct way, local coastal
conditions; because it is less harmful to sea, atmosphere and land; and because of its heritage of piracy.
For this project, our Crashboat xebec has
undergone quite a few adjustments in form and
purpose. Meant for scientific research and exploration, Crashboat is equipped with instruments
for assessing coastal and climate conditions. It is a
laboratory of coastal destruction and it is there to
observe how the coast of Nerja has fared throughout
its long life—from at least the Paleolithic—and it is
there to test the veracity of scientific information
developed, gathered, and made public by Mediterranean and other European and African states and
countries that have been producing scientific materials about the Mediterranean Sea.
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Figure 4. Underwater sphere.

Figure 5. Aerial sphere.
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Figure 6. The crash at Nerja.

Our xebec is retrofitted with light, translucent
structures similar to geospheres than can be used
for aerial photography/land surveillance, as floating
devices to gather sea-surface data, and as submarine
mini-environments for seabed research and contemplation. In its environmental pursuit, Crashboat has
been adapted for carrying these spheres. The aerial
spheres will be placed in sockets along the center
of the ship’s deck, right under the bottom of the sail
system. The floating spheres will be tied to the ship
and they will float lightly along with minimal drag.
And the underwater spheres will be symmetrically
attached to the stern. The ship design ensures its
“metacenter” —the spot in the ship that establishes
its point of equilibrium— in such a way that it can
be maneuvered so as not roll over and skink due to
strong winds or brisky seas. The crew’s living quarters, the laboratory and equipment space, and the
spheres’ weight and drag have been carefully balanced in order to keep the ship safe in challenging
weather conditions.
The floating sphere has a hollow core that
enables it to balance steadily on the ocean surface
[Fig. 3]. It is supported by a metal structure that
allows it to maintain its spherical shape. The metal
structure has ball bearings that allow the sphere core
to stay in a vertical position despite the constant
movement of the polycarbonate layer that covers it.
This layer has an external metal structure as
protection against impact. It also contains the pneumatic system to provide high-pressure air to create
sufficient buoyancy. The outer layer is made of a
translucent fabric with a PVC finish to help keep the
sphere’s shape while it reacts to the ebb and flow of
the tide. The purpose of this sphere is to study
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possible mini-endemic ecosystems and their feasibility
and effectiveness. It could happen that some of these
spheres may break loose taking their information
with them like a “message in a bottle” for others to
find in the future.
The underwater sphere is very similar
to the floating sphere [Fig. 4]. It has a hollow
core secured by a metal structure that allows it to
maintain its spherical shape. This sphere has ball
bearings as well to help dampen the impact when
it hits the seabed. The polycarbonate layer has an
external metal structure that will resist massive
impacts. Unlike the other spheres, this layer provides
a surface that will attract reefs and other marine
phenomena, which will eventually cover and probably
hide the sphere itself. Research has shown that the
Málaga coastal region has already lost some of its
living fauna and flora. This sphere may spur reef
growth in the area, while still being useful for
performing research for a swifter repopulation
the seabed.
The aerial sphere has the same core and
structure as the previous floating and underwater
spheres, but it contains a peripheral metal ring
whose heat expands the air lodged in the space
between two layers of reinforced fabric [Fig. 5].
Recurring to almost the same heating system used
by the first hot-air balloons in the late eighteenth
century, the aerial sphere will rise above the landscape to survey the tableland-scape near the coastal
cliffs, or may go low enough for studying the different types of cliff faces throughout Nerja’s littoral
zone as well as the off-coast surf zone.

THE CRASH

Crashboat must crash [Fig. 6]. Its destiny is to slowly
deteriorate and become a ruin—maybe uninhabitable, maybe a transtemporary object suitable for continuing scientific work, maybe a habitat for birds, fish,
seaweed, etc.—, also a victim of local site conditions.
Crashboat is due to crash: it must become a marker
of time on and off the coast of Nerja. Surrounded by
a pocket beach—embraced by it—our smallish xebec
will keep on learning about Nerja’s atmosphere, land,
and sea. It will be more than just amphibious because
it will reach beyond sea and land, out to the sky.
Crashboat wants to crash because it must become a
part of Nerja, a planned accident, an oxymoron of
sorts. It will stay there as a reminder of the care we
must devote to our planet, a message of love secured
thanks to the very existence of our boat, a message
in a bottle to be found in a distant tomorrow. It will
remain a pirate ship because it will be stealing data
that maybe nobody wants to talk about: the boat as
a sleuth, the boat as a spy de-robbing information
valuable for health and peace. Ours is a boat full of
wise bubbles that will speak truths to those who care
to listen. A bubbly boat happy to be crashing for the
sake of our collective future on this huge sphere we
call Earth. May our destructions come from nature
itself, and not from our own hands.
Long live Crashboat!
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